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Abstrakt
Práce se zaobírá problematikou implementace součtového datového typu v jazyce
C++. Nejprve navrhuje vlastní abstrakce pro manipulaci s posloupnostmi hod-
not a typů, které následně umožňují vyjadřovat komplexní operace deklarativně.
V průběhu implementace jsou prezentovány návrhové vzory obvyklé pro oblast
metaprogramování. Implementace přichází s rozhodnutími odlišnými od referenční
implementace. Pro manipulaci se součtovým typem jsou představeny dvě šablony
funkce, lišící se sémantikou. Užití součtového typu je ukázano na příkladu konečného
stavového automatu.

Abstract
This work concerns the implementation of a sum data type in C++. First, custom
abstractions to handle sequences of values and types are proposed, which later enable
complex operations to be expressed declaratively. The implementation presents the
design patterns common in metaprogramming. Design decisions different from the
reference implementation were made. To manipulate the sum type, two function
templates with different semantics are introduced. An example of using the sum
type to represent a finite state machine is provided.
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šablonové metaprogramování, generické programování, generování kódu při kompi-
laci, datové struktury, součtové datové typy, algebraické datové typy, polymorfismus
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1 Introduction
Data types present within programming languages can be categorised as either prim-
itive or composite. Usually, primitive date types are provided by the language itself,
whereas composite data types are specified by the programmer in terms of other
types. The kind of composite data types this work is particularly concerned with
are sum data types. At any given time, a sum type contains exactly one of the
specified types. Even though they originate from functional languages, sum types
prove useful even in multi-paradigm languages like C++.

In the beginning, a brief introduction into metaprogramming within C++ is
provided. Metaprogramming is a technique focused on writing programs that ma-
nipulate other programs. In the context of C++, it is utilised for generating code
at compile-time. The important principles of C++ metaprogramming are explained
and demonstrated on small examples. Subsequently, metaprogramming is employed
to devise abstractions for handling sequences of values and types.

Sum data types are introduced and the existing implementation in the stan-
dard library is reviewed before proceeding to the custom implementation. When
discussing the implementation, design decisions and possible issues are elaborated,
while explaining the significant parts of the implementation. Finally, an example of
using the custom sum type to implement a finite state machine is presented.

The aim is to develop a working implementation of a sum data type. The moti-
vation for the custom implementation is to explore different design decisions and to
facilitate experimentation with sum types. Since metaprogramming in C++ earned
a reputation of being obscure and arcane, this work strives to prove otherwise. When
approached with the right method, metaprogramming becomes a space where dif-
ferent paradigms collide to yield a readable and maintainable code.

This work assumes a prior knowledge of ordinary programming in C++, but not
metaprogramming. On a final note, the code snippets featured in this work assume
a standard-compliant C++17 compiler. For the actual implementation, which was
tested with GCC and Clang, please refer to the enclosed source code.
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2 Basic Principles of C++ Metaprogramming

Generally, metaprogramming is a technique of writing programs that manipulate
other programs. Usually, metaprograms are intended to perform computations or
generate code at compile-time, as stated in [13]. However, some languages enable
writing metaprograms that self-modify themselves during run-time, as per the previ-
ous citation. An example of a theoretical metaprogram could be the halting problem.
Its objective is to determine whether a given program eventually halts when applied
to a given input. Since the program solving the halting problem would take another
program as its input, it would be a metaprogram.

On the other hand, parser generators such as YACC could be regarded as practi-
cal examples of metaprogramming. When given a high-level description of grammar
rules, they generate a program for parsing an arbitrary text against the provided
grammar, according to [5]. Parser generators serve as an example of a metapro-
gram, which is written in a language different from the language of its input, as
explained in the previous citation. On the flip side, this work will be concerned with
metaprograms written in a subset of the language they process. As an advantage,
this allows programmers to conveniently switch between metaprogramming and or-
dinary programming, as argued in the previous citation. A particular instance of
the latter category is C++ template metaprogramming.

Metaprogramming is an unforeseen and unintended capability of C++ templates.
It was discovered by Erwin Unruh, who wrote the first C++ template metaprogram
in 1994, according to [5]. The program exploited compiler error messages to print
a sequence of prime numbers computed at compile-time, as stated in the previous
citation. Formally, C++ template metaprogramming can be conceived as a purely
functional programming language. It is indispensable for the language to be pure,
because template instantiation cannot depend on the order in which the templates
are instantiated. As a consequence, templates cannot observe a mutable state and
their instantiation cannot produce side effects.

Interestingly, C++ template metaprogramming can be shown to be Turing-
complete. Since template specialisation allows C++ templates to operate as an
untyped term-rewriting language, they can be leveraged to implement lambda cal-
culus, which is known to be Turing-complete [12].

2.1 Templates

Templates were introduced as a mean of writing code that doesn’t depend on a par-
ticular type. This approach is called generic programming. As such, they are merely
formulas for generating the actual code, hence the name templates. According to
[1], in C++, it is possible to use:

• class templates;

• function templates;

• alias templates (introduced in C++11); and

• variable templates (introduced in C++14).
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For example, a class template is a template for generating a class [6]. According
to [2], during the process called template instantiation, a class template and a list of
template arguments are used to generate a particular class. Classes generated from
templates obey the same rules as ordinary classes, as per the previous citation.

According to [2], each parameter in the list of template parameters may be:

• a type parameter;

• a value parameter; or

• a template parameter.

The previous citation also states, that type parameters are distinguished by pre-
fixing them with the keyword typename, or alternatively, class. By default, type
parameters are unconstrained, that is every type, including the user-defined types,
is an acceptable type argument, as per the previous citation. Constraints may be
enforced using an idiom referred to as SFINAE, which makes the use of certain type
arguments invalid.

2.2 Template Specialisation

Should an alternative definition of a template for a specific template argument list
be provided, it is referred to as a user-defined specialisation, according to [2]. If
the template argument list contains a template parameter, such case is referred
to as a partial specialisation, whereas if the template argument list contains only
specific template arguments, such case is referred to as a full specialisation, as per
the previous citation.

When both a general case and one or more specialisations are declared, the gen-
eral case is referred to as the primary template, according to [2]. All specialisations
must conform to the template parameter list specified by the primary template, as
per the previous citation. In other words, the primary template defines an interface
all the specialisations must align with.

The primary template participates in the process of determining which speciali-
sation will be instantiated and mandates which substitutions of template parameters
are valid, according to [2]. The primary template must be declared before any spe-
cialisation, but should it never get instantiated, it needn’t be defined, as per the
previous citation.

As explained in [6], the process of determining which specialisation will be in-
stantiated can be illustrated as follows:

• Initially, the deduction of all type parameters takes place.

• Next, if a full specialisation is matched, it gets instantiated.

• Otherwise, the compiler attempts to identify the best-matching partial spe-
cialisation. If exactly one best-matching partial specialisation is found, it gets
instantiated. If multiple best-matching partial specialisations are found, an
ambiguity arises and the process ends with a compile-time error.

• Otherwise, the primary template gets instantiated. In this manner, the pri-
mary template behaves as a fallback case.
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In order to elucidate the rules concerning template specialisation, let’s walk
through the example presented in Listing 1. First, there is a declaration of the
primary template. Its template parameter list contains a single type parameter,
therefore the template takes a single arbitrary type argument. Since the type pa-
rameter isn’t used anywhere else in the declaration, it needn’t be given a name, thus
using the keyword typename by itself as a placeholder is sufficient.

Next, there are two partial specialisations. The first specialisation A<T∗> takes
a pointer to an arbitrary type, while the second specialisation A<T∗∗> takes a
pointer to a pointer to an arbitrary type. It is worthwhile to mention that the set
of the type arguments accepted by the second specialisation is a strict subset of the
set of the type arguments accepted by the first specialisation, as explained in [6].
In that sense, the second specialisation is considered more specialised than the first
specialisation. Even though any type argument matching the second specialisation
also necessarily matches the first specialisation, this doesn’t cause an ambiguity,
given that the second specialisation will be considered a better match by the virtue
of being more specialised.

Finally, there is a full specialisation for void. It should be pointed out that the
template parameter list is always empty when defining or, possibly, declaring a full
specialisation.

// Primary temp la te
template<typename>
struct A;

// Pa r t i a l t emp la te s p e c i a l i s a t i o n
template<typename T>
struct A<T∗>;

// Pa r t i a l t emp la te s p e c i a l i s a t i o n
template<typename T>
struct A<T∗∗>;

// Fu l l t emp la te s p e c i a l i s a t i o n
template<>
struct A<void>;

Listing 1: An example of template specialisation, based on [6].

Furthermore, let’s consider the example presented in Listing 2. First, there is a
declaration of the primary template. Its template parameter list contains a single
type parameter. Consequently, the primary template establishes an interface, which
expects exactly one type argument.

Then, there is a partial specialisation B<T[N]>. Interestingly, its template
parameter list contains two parameters, a type parameter T and a value parameter
N. This doesn’t contradict the nature of partial specialisation though. In fact,
the number of template parameters of a partial specialisation is unrelated to the
number of template parameters of the primary template, as explained in [6]. While
the primary template takes an arbitrary type argument, the template specialisation
takes only an arbitrary array, thus it indeed is a specialisation. Importantly, the
partial specialisation conforms to the interface of the primary template.
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// Primary temp la te
template<typename>
struct B;

// Pa r t i a l t emp la te s p e c i a l i s a t i o n
template<typename T, int N>
struct B<T[N] >;

Listing 2: An example of template specialisation, based on [6].

2.3 Determining if Two Given Types Are the Same

Sometimes, it is necessary to determine if two given types are the same. Usually,
this is accomplished using the class template std :: is_same, defined in the header
<type_traits>. Since the problem happens to be solved using template specialisa-
tion, a possible implementation is presented in Listing 3. This implementation uses
variable templates, thus it behaves like std :: is_same_v.

The primary template takes two arbitrary type arguments, which defines the
appropriate interface for the problem. Since it serves as the fallback case, the value
is set to false. Next, there is a partial specialisation is_same<T, T>. The partial
specialisation takes two type arguments, which happen to be the same. Conse-
quently, its template parameter list contains only a single type parameter T. In this
case, the value is set to true.

// Primary temp la te
template <typename , typename>
constexpr bool is_same = fa l se ;

// Pa r t i a l t emp la te s p e c i a l i s a t i o n
template <typename T>
constexpr bool is_same<T, T> = true ;

Listing 3: A possible implementation of is_same.

It should be mentioned that the variable template is_same recognises references
and cv-qualifiers (const and volatile qualifiers) when determining, if two given
types are the same. As a consequence, int& and const int are considered to be
distinct types from int, as illustrated in Listing 4.

auto a = lda : : is_same<int , int>; // t rue
auto b = lda : : is_same<int , int&>; // f a l s e
auto c = lda : : is_same<int , const int>; // f a l s e
auto d = lda : : is_same<int , char>; // f a l s e

Listing 4: An example of using is_same.
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2.4 Substitution Failure Is Not an Error

Since template type parameters are unconstrained by default, a mechanism which
would enable a particular template only if its template type parameters satisfy
certain requirements is necessary. Such behaviour can be achieved courtesy of a
language rule which states, that a substitution failure is not an error, often referred
to by the acronym SFINAE [2].

Should the compiler end up generating a nonsensical substitution during the
process of template parameter substitution, the template in question would be dis-
carded rather than causing a compile-time error, thus it wouldn’t contribute to the
candidate set, according to [2]. It should be pointed out that during the process of
template parameter substitution only the declarations are considered, the definitions
aren’t generated until they are needed, as per the previous citation.

Often, specifying several requirements at once is demanded. Such problem could
be solved using the specifier decltype, which can be used to inspect the type of an
expression [1]. When used in this manner, a comma-separated list of expressions
is passed as an argument and all the expressions are tested for their validity, while
the last expression yields the desired type, according to [3]. Should any of the
expressions followed by a comma yield a type with an overloaded comma operator,
an unexpected behaviour may arise, therefore it is advisable that all the expressions
followed by a comma are converted to void, as stated in the previous citation.

Since the argument of decltype is considered in an unevaluated context, it is
allowed to use functions which aren’t defined, provided they are at least declared.
As a consequence, it becomes possible to create objects without going through their
constructors [3]. When needed, this can be performed using the alias template
std :: declval , defined in the header <utility >.

In function templates, SFINAE can be applied in the template parameter list,
in the return type and in the function argument list [8]. However, according to [3],
the common pattern of using SFINAE in function templates consists of:

• Specifying the return type using the trailing return type syntax, which makes
it possible for the return type to depend on the function arguments.

• Defining the return type using the specifier decltype.

• Formulating all the requirements as a comma-separated list of expressions,
which will be tested for their validity.

• Ensuring that the last expression in the comma-separated list yields the desired
return type.

For example, consider a function template which takes two function arguments
of an unconstrained type T. Suppose that the function needs to perform addition
and multiplication of its arguments. As a consequence, the set of acceptable types
should be constrained appropriately. Furthermore, let’s assume that the desired
return type is bool. A suitable declaration is presented in Listing 5. Note, that
the trailing return type syntax allows the function arguments to be used inside the
return type. Also, the expressions being tested are converted to void, which prevents
an overloaded comma operator from causing an unexpected behaviour.
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template<typename T>
auto f (T x , T y ) −>

decltype (void ( x + y ) , void ( x ∗ y ) , bool ( ) ) ;
Listing 5: An example of using SFINAE in a function template.

2.5 Compile-Time Introspection

Apart from imposing constraints on template parameters, it is possible to utilise
SFINAE to determine the properties of arbitrary type parameters, which provides
means of compile-time introspection. While possible, using SFINAE for such pur-
pose can be tedious. Therefore, an abstraction to facilitate compile-time introspec-
tion would be of utility. Ideally, such abstraction would depend only on the examined
type and the requirements being tested.

Suppose that T is the examined type and VisitorT is a function object class,
which specifies the requirements being tested. To begin with, it would be helpful to
devise a template alias, which would handle examining the type T using the function
object class VisitorT. The implementation of such template alias is presented in
Listing 6. First, the function object class VisitorT is instantiated. Subsequently,
the function object is called with an instance of the examined type T passed as
an argument. In both cases, std :: declval is used to create the instances, since the
types in question needn’t be default-constructible. Using std :: declval is afforded by
the fact, that the argument of the specifier decltype is considered in an unevaluated
context. Lastly, the return type of the function call is cast to void.

Should the function call be possible, that is should the examined type T satisfy
the requirements specified by the function object class VisitorT, the particular in-
stance of the alias template Visit would be an alias to void. Otherwise, attempting
to instantiate the alias template would generate a nonsensical substitution, thereby
causing a substitution failure.

template <typename T, typename Vis itorT>
using Vi s i t = decltype ( ( void )

std : : dec lva l<Vis itorT >()( std : : dec lva l<T>() ) ) ;
Listing 6: The implementation of the alias template Visit .

In order to proceed further, a way of performing branching depending on whether
an attempt to instantiate the alias template results in a substitution failure needs to
be devised. Such behaviour can be obtained using template specialisation, as pre-
sented in Listing 7. The primary template establishes an interface, which presumes
two template type arguments, in particular the examined type T and the function
object class VisitorT. In addition, the interface specifies a third template type ar-
gument which defaults to void, thus it needn’t be provided when instantiating the
variable template dispatch . The sole purpose of the third template type argument
is to provide a slot for an attempt to instantiate the alias template Visit .

Importantly, a partial specialisation is also present. It should be emphasised,
that despite the template argument list containing three arguments, only two tem-
plate parameters are being deduced, namely T and VisitorT. As a consequence,
the attempt to instantiate Visit<T, VisitorT> doesn’t participate in the process of
template parameter deduction, thus the third argument needn’t be provided. Nev-
ertheless, it must conform to the interface established by the primary template. In
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particular, if the third argument isn’t provided, it must resolve to void, otherwise
the partial specialisation wouldn’t be a match and the compiler would instantiate
the primary template instead. Therefore, performing a cast to void in the imple-
mentation of the alias template Visit was necessary.

Suppose the variable template is being instantiated as dispatch<T, VisitorT>.
First, the compiler attempts to match the partial specialisation. Its template pa-
rameters T and VisitorT are deduced directly. Next, the compiler attempts to
instantiate Visit<T, VisitorT>. On a successful attempt, the alias resolves to void
and the compiler instantiates the partial specialisation, thereby the particular in-
stance of the variable template will hold the value true. Otherwise, a substitution
failure occurs when attempting to instantiate Visit<T, VisitorT>. In that case, the
compiler disregards the partial specialisation and reverts to the primary template,
thereby the particular instance will hold the value false.

The process of branching depending on the presence of a substitution failure
bears similarity to exception handling. In particular, the partial specialisation cor-
responds to a try block, because it encloses an expression which may produce a
substitution failure, while the primary template resembles a catch block, consider-
ing it handles the substitution failure.

// Primary temp la te
template <typename , typename , typename = void>
constexpr bool d i spatch = fa l se ;

// Pa r t i a l t emp la te s p e c i a l i s a t i o n
template <typename T, typename VisitorT>
constexpr bool

dispatch<T, Vis itorT , V i s i t<T, Vis itorT>> = true ;

Listing 7: The implementation of the variable template dispatch .

However, the implementation of the variable template dispatch depends on an
optional template type argument. In other words, a crucial part of the implemen-
tation is being exposed through the interface. Should an optional argument other
than void be provided, the partial specialisation will always be disregarded, causing
the variable template to always resolve to the value false. Fortunately, the unin-
tended behaviour can be avoided by introducing another variable template with a
properly constrained interface, as presented in Listing 8. The sole purpose of the
variable template introspect is to instantiate the variable template dispatch without
providing the optional argument.

template <typename T, typename VisitorT>
constexpr bool i n t r o s p e c t = dispatch<T, Vis itorT >;

Listing 8: The implementation of the variable template introspect .

In order to illustrate the usage of the variable template introspect , assume A and
B are structs, as presented in Listing 9. The struct A contains a member function
f, which doesn’t take any arguments, while the struct B is empty. Furthermore, the
struct A isn’t move-constructible.
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struct A {
void f ( ) {} ;
// Disab l e move cons t ruc t o r
A(A&&) = delete ;

} ;

struct B {
} ;

Listing 9: The definition of the structs A and B.

Next, it is necessary to define a function object class, which specifies the re-
quirements being tested. Suppose that the objective is to determine if the examined
type contains a member function f, which doesn’t take any arguments. A suitable
function object class is presented in Listing 10. The struct Visitor contains a tem-
plated function call operator. The function template declaration uses the trailing
return type syntax and defines the return type using the specifier decltype. The
requirements being tested are formulated inside the specifier decltype. The tem-
plate type parameter T denotes the examined type, while the function parameter x
stands for an instance of the examined type. Importantly, the function parameter
x is declared as a forwarding reference. Otherwise, shouldn’t the examined type be
move-constructible, an attempt to instantiate the function template would always
result in a substitution failure. Since the function template is to be used in an
unevaluated context, it needn’t be defined.

struct Vi s i t o r {
template <typename T>
auto operator ( ) (T&& x) −> decltype ( x . f ( ) ) ;

} ;

Listing 10: The definition of the struct Visitor .

Once the requirements are formulated in a function object class, it is straight-
forward to perform introspection, as illustrated in Listing 11. The examined type
and the function object class are provided as arguments to the variable template
introspect , which evaluates accordingly at compile-time. Bear in mind that hadn’t
the forwarding reference been used in the struct Visitor , the first instantiation of
the variable template introspect would evaluate to false instead.

auto a = lda : : i n t r o spe c t <A, V i s i t o r >; // t rue
auto b = lda : : i n t r o spe c t <B, V i s i t o r >; // f a l s e

Listing 11: Usage example of the the variable template introspect .

To elaborate on the previous example, suppose that the objective is to determine
if the examined type contains a member function f, which takes one argument of a
certain type. Assume that Foo and Bar are distinct types, implemented as empty
structs. The definition of the types to examine is presented in Listing 12. Both
structs A and B contain a member function f, which takes one argument of the type
Foo and Bar, respectively. In correspondence with the previous example, the struct
A isn’t move-constructible.
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struct A {
void f (Foo ) {} ;
// Disab l e move cons t ruc t o r
A(A&&) = delete ;

} ;

struct B {
void f (Bar ) {} ;

} ;
Listing 12: The definition of the structs A and B.

In this case, the function object class Visitor needs to be parametrised, as pre-
sented in Listing 13. The template type parameter ArgumentT specifies which type
the member function f is expected to take. Since the template type parameter
ArgumentT doesn’t appear in the function argument list, it shall be created using
the alias template std :: declval .

template <typename ArgumentT>
struct Vi s i t o r {

template <typename T>
auto operator ( ) (T&& x) −>

decltype ( x . f ( s td : : dec lva l<ArgumentT>( ) ) ) ;
} ;

Listing 13: The definition of the class template Visitor .

Introspection is performed analogously to the previous example, as illustrated in
Listing 14. The class template Visitor is instantiated with the expected function
argument type. However, it is necessary to consider implicit conversions. Should
Foo define an implicit conversion to Bar, the second instantiation of the variable
template introspect would evaluate to true instead.

auto a = lda : : i n t r o spe c t <A, V i s i t o r <Foo>>; // t rue
auto b = lda : : i n t r o spe c t <B, V i s i t o r <Foo>>; // f a l s e

Listing 14: Example of using the variable template introspect .

2.6 Variadic Templates

Even though templates accepting only a fixed number of arguments were examined
so far, sometimes it may be appropriate to generalise the behaviour of a template to
an arbitrary number of arguments, which can be achieved using variadic templates.
In order to make a variadic template, it is necessary to include at least one template
parameter pack, as stated in [3]. When the template parameters are deduced, a
parameter pack is bound to a possibly empty sequence of template arguments, thus
becoming a template argument pack, as per the previous citation.

By itself, a template parameter pack can be used as an argument of the operator
sizeof ... , which queries the number of elements in the pack, according to [1]. Oth-
erwise, a template parameter pack may appear in most places, where the language
allows for a comma-separated list, as stated in [3]. In such case, the pack needs to
be expanded, which is signified using an elipsis to the right of the parameter pack,
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as per the previous citation. As a rule of thumb, pack expansion can be thought to
proceed the same way a programmer would write down the elements of the param-
eter pack. However, this doesn’t necessarily transcend to the expansion of empty
parameter packs, as explained in the previous citation.

Importantly, each pack expansion is characterised by a pattern that could be
an arbitrarily complex expression, which is repeated with each element in the ex-
panded sequence, as elaborated in [3]. In the trivial case, the pattern contains only
the name of the parameter pack. Furthermore, the pattern may include multiple
parameter packs, provided they are of the same length, according to the previous
citation. In that case, the n-th argument of the expanded sequence will be obtained
by substituting into the pattern the n-th element of each parameter pack present in
the pattern, as explained in the previous citation.

In order to demonstrate the difference between using the operator sizeof ... and
performing an expansion of the operator sizeof, which contains a parameter pack as
an argument, consider the class template Foo presented in Listing 15. Clearly, the
template is variadic, because the template parameter Ts happens to be a template
type parameter pack. In the first member variable definition, the operator sizeof ...
is utilised to determine the number of elements in the pack. In the second member
variable definition, an array containing the size of each element in the pack is speci-
fied. In this case, the pattern consists of the operator sizeof with the template type
parameter pack Ts provided as an argument.

template <typename . . . Ts>
struct Foo {

stat ic constexpr auto l ength = s izeof . . . ( Ts ) ;
stat ic constexpr std : : s i z e_t s i z e s [ ] = { s izeof (Ts ) . . . } ;

} ;

Listing 15: The definition of the class template Foo.

The template can be used as illustrated in Listing 16. Note that the sizes of int
and double are platform-dependent.

auto x = Foo<char , int , double>:: l ength ; // 3
auto y = Foo<char , int , double>:: s i z e s ; // [1 , 4 , 8 ]

Listing 16: An example of using the class template Foo.

In order to enlighten the way multiple parameter packs are expanded, consider
the class template Bar presented in Listing 17. Here, the variadic class template
Bar contains a variadic member variable template value. Both templates accept
an arbitrary number of integers. The member variable contains an array, which is
the result of element-wise addition of the sequences associated with the parameter
packs xs and ys. In this case, the pattern consists of binary plus operator with
the paramater packs xs and ys passed as arguments. The template can be used
as suggested in Listing 18. Note, that should the templates be instantiated with
empty template argument lists, it would yield a nonsensical substitution in the form
of an empty array, triggering a compile-time error since the nonsensical substitution
would appear in the definition.
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template <int . . . xs>
struct Bar {

template <int . . . ys>
stat ic constexpr int value [ ] = {xs + ys . . . } ;

} ;
Listing 17: The definition of the class template Bar.

auto x = Bar<1, 2 , 3 >:: value <−1, 0 , 1>; // [0 , 2 , 4 ]
Listing 18: An example of using the class template Bar.

While variadic templates allow for generalising to an arbitrary number of ar-
guments, performing type checking and enforcing constraints usually becomes a
difficult task, according to [2]. Furthermore, accessing individual elements by their
index or iterating over the elements isn’t available out-of-the-box. The only way
to handle individual elements is by passing the parameter pack to another class or
function, as argued in [3]. This often results in a pattern reminiscent of the Lisp
family of programming languages, where a sequence is separated into a head and a
tail, the head is processed separately and the function is called recursively with the
tail passed as an argument, as suggested in [2].
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3 Handling Sequences of Values

Since working with variadic templates directly often leads to an elaborate template
metaprogram, exploring higher-lever abstractions for representing and manipulating
sequences is justified. Preferably, such abstractions should provide an interface
more familiar to object-oriented programming. In this chapter, an abstraction for
representing sequences of values will be proposed.

Consider the variadic template Values, presented in Listing 19. The template is
parametrised by a type and a non-empty sequence of values of the provided type.
Furthermore, it contains the following members:

• a variable max which holds the maximum value from the sequence; and

• a variable as_array which stores the sequence as an array.

Each member definition refers to a template called evaluate, located in a separate
namespace. Its first argument is always a type alias called self , which refers to an
instance of the enclosing class template, possibly followed by additional arguments.
Since implementing a greater number of members within the enclosing class would
result in a convoluted code, this layout was utilised to enable implementing the
members outside of the enclosing class. Also, it becomes possible to reason about
their implementations without considering the enclosing class.

template <typename T, T x , T . . . xs>
class Values {

using s e l f = Values<T, x , xs . . . > ;

public :

stat ic constexpr T max = _max : : eva luate<s e l f >;
stat ic constexpr auto as_array =

_as_array : : eva luate<s e l f >;
} ;

Listing 19: The definition of the class template Values.

Let’s examine the implementation of the member variable as_array, presented
in Listing 20. The namespace _as_array contains a declaration of the primary
class template dispatch , a partial specialisation of the class template dispatch and
a variable template evaluate.

The variable template evaluate expects an instance of the class template Values
and subsequently retrieves the member variable value from an instance of the class
template dispatch . The partial specialisation of the class template dispatch is used
to extract the values stored in the instance of the class template Values. This
is possible because template specialisation provides a form of compile-time pattern
matching. In the end, the stored values are expanded into an array, which is assigned
to the member variable value.

It is evident, that the template evaluate constitutes the only interface between
the implementation and the associated class template. As such, the implementation
can hide an arbitrarily complex template program, while being concerned only with
executing the metaprogram from the template evaluate.
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namespace _as_array {

template <typename>
struct d i spatch ;

template <typename T, T x , T . . . xs>
struct dispatch<Values<T, x , xs ...>> {

stat ic constexpr T value [ ] = {x , xs . . . } ;
} ;

template <typename ValuesT>
constexpr auto eva luate = dispatch<ValuesT >: : va lue ;

} // namespace _as_array
Listing 20: The implementation of the member variable as_array.

To proceed to a more elaborate case, let’s consider the implementation of the
member variable max, presented in Listing 21. In this case, two partial specialisa-
tions of the class template dispatch are defined. Template specialisation is used to
determine the handling of the inputs by the pattern they match.

In the nontrivial case, the sequence of values contains at least two elements.
The first element is deemed to be the maximum encountered element. Only one
of the elements will remain. If the second element is greater than the maximum
encountered element, it will remain. Otherwise, the maximum encountered element
will remain. The process is repeated recursively until the trivial case is reached. In
the trivial case, the sequence of values contains only one element, which happens to
be the maximum element, that was encountered first.

namespace _max {

template <typename>
struct d i spatch ;

template <typename T, T x , T y , T . . . xs>
struct dispatch<Values<T, x , y , xs ...>> {

stat ic constexpr T value =
dispatch<Values<T, x >= y ? x : y , xs . . . > >: : va lue ;

} ;

template <typename T, T x>
struct dispatch<Values<T, x>> {

stat ic constexpr T value = x ;
} ;

template <typename ValuesT>
constexpr auto eva luate = dispatch<ValuesT >: : va lue ;

} // namespace _max
Listing 21: The implementation of the member variable max.
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The class template Values can be used as illustrated in Listing 22. Note, that
converting the sequence to an array is useful when it is necessary to retrieve the
values by their index during run-time. Templates can’t be utilised in such scenarios
because their arguments must be known at compile-time.

using A = lda : : Values<char , ’ a ’ , ’ b ’ , ’ c ’ >;
auto x = A: : as_array [ 0 ] ; // a
auto y = A: : max ; // c

Listing 22: An example of using the class template Values.

Additionally, it is possible to avoid specifying the type repeatedly by defining a
suitable alias template, as suggested in Listing 23.

template <char . . . xs>
using Chars = lda : : Values<char , xs . . . > ;

Listing 23: An example of an alias template for the class template Values.
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4 Handling Sequences of Types
In this chapter, an abstraction for representing and manipulating sequences of types
will be devised. Even though more complex algorithms will be presented, the code
will nonetheless follow the principles outlined in the previous chapter, especially
those relating to the separation the implementation of the members from the en-
closing class. Albeit the implementations of only four members will be examined,
the entire abstraction provides the following members:

• Means of retrieving elements from the sequence:

– an alias first which refers to the first element;

– an alias rest which refers to the sequence with the first element dropped;

– an alias template part which refers to an element at the position specified
as the template argument; and

– an alias template first_case which refers to the first element satisfying
the predicate specified as the template argument.

• Means of getting positions of elements in the sequence:

– a variable template first_position which contains the position of the first
element that matches the pattern specified as the template argument.

• Means of determining properties of the sequence:

– a variable template contains which indicates if the sequence contains an
element that matches the pattern specified as the template argument;

– a variable template contains_any which indicates whether the sequence
contains an element satisfying at least one of the predicates specified as
the template arguments;

– a variable template contains_only which indicates whether the sequence
contains only elements satisfying all of the predicates specified as the
template arguments;

– a variable contains_duplicates which indicates whether the sequence con-
tains duplicate elements; and

– a variable length which contains the number of elements in the sequence.

• Means of transforming the sequence:

– an alias template map which refers to a sequence of values or types,
obtained by applying a function class specified as the template argument
on each element of the original sequence; and

– an alias remove_cv which refers to a sequence of types, obtained by
applying the alias template std :: remove_cv_t on each element of the
original sequence.

To complicate matters, the aliases first and rest should be provided only for a
non-empty sequence. Therefore, an alternative definition for an empty sequence is
necessary. This problem can be ameliorated using conditional inheritance.
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Consider the class template Sequence, as presented in Listing 24. The template
contains all the members valid even for a possibly empty sequence. Furthermore,
should the sequence be non-empty, the class would also inherit from an instance
of the class template NonEmpty, which contains all the members valid only for a
non-empty sequence.

template <typename . . . Ts>
class Sequence :

public i n h e r i t_ i f <s izeof . . . ( Ts ) != 0 , NonEmpty<Ts...>> {
/∗ . . . ∗/

} ;
Listing 24: The definition of the class template Sequence.

Conditional inheritance was accomplished using the alias template inherit_if ,
presented in Listing 25. Depending on the condition, the alias refers either to the
specified type T or to an empty struct Empty. Since inheriting from an empty struct
doesn’t alter the child, this effectively achieves conditional inheritance.

template <bool cond i t ion , typename T>
using i n h e r i t_ i f = std : : condi t iona l_t<condi t ion , T, Empty>;

Listing 25: The definition of the alias template inherit_if .
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4.1 Getting Parts of a Sequence

First, let’s walk through the implementation of the member alias template part,
presented in Listing 26. The alias template part returns an element located at the
specified index. The solution is based on the idea of iterating over the sequence until
the specified index is reached. However, this idea needs to be expressed in terms of
recursion, due to the lack of control structures in template metaprogramming.

In the trivial case, the specified index happens to be 0. Accordingly, the first
element of the sequence is returned. In the nontrivial case, the element can’t be
returned directly. Instead, an equivalent problem is formulated. The first element
from the sequence is dropped, which shifts the element to be returned left. To reflect
the change, the specified index is decremented, so that it denotes the same element
as before. This way, the class template dispatch will be instantiated recursively,
until the trivial case is reached.

namespace _part {

template <typename , s td : : s ize_t>
struct d i spatch ;

template <typename T, typename . . . Ts , s td : : s i z e_t index>
struct dispatch<Sequence<T, Ts . . . > , index> {

using type =
typename dispatch<Sequence<Ts . . . > , index − 1>:: type ;

} ;

template <typename T, typename . . . Ts>
struct dispatch<Sequence<T, Ts . . . > , 0> {

using type = T;
} ;

template <typename SequenceT , std : : s i z e_t index>
using eva luate = typename dispatch<SequenceT , index >: : type ;

} // namespace _part
Listing 26: The implementation of the member alias template part.
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4.2 Determining if a Sequence Contains an Element

Let’s proceed by examining the implementation of the member variable template
contains, as presented in Listing 27. The variable template contains determines
whether the sequence contains an element matching the specified pattern.

In the trivial case, the sequence is empty. As such, there isn’t an element to
match the specified pattern. In the special case, the first element of the sequence
happens to be the same as the specified pattern. In the nontrivial case, the first
element of the sequence is different from the specified pattern. Therefore, the class
template dispatch is instantiated recursively with the rest of the sequence, walking
through the sequence until either the special or the trivial case is encountered.

namespace _contains {

template <typename , typename>
struct d i spatch ;

template <typename T, typename . . . Ts , typename PatternT>
struct dispatch<Sequence<T, Ts . . . > , PatternT> {

stat ic constexpr bool value =
dispatch<Sequence<Ts . . . > , PatternT >: : va lue ;

} ;

template <typename T, typename . . . Ts>
struct dispatch<Sequence<T, Ts . . . > , T> {

stat ic constexpr bool value = true ;
} ;

template <typename PatternT>
struct dispatch<Sequence<>, PatternT> {

stat ic constexpr bool value = fa l se ;
} ;

template <typename SequenceT , typename PatternT>
constexpr bool eva luate =

dispatch<SequenceT , PatternT >: : va lue ;

} // namespace _contains
Listing 27: The implementation of the member variable template contains.
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4.3 Determining if a Sequence Satisfies Predicates

Next, the implementation of the member variable template contains_only will be
explained, as presented in Listing 29. The variable template determines whether
the sequence contains only elements satisfying all of the specified predicates. The
predicates are evaluated in the order they were specified.

Importantly, short-circuit behaviour is ensured. Therefore, subsequent predi-
cates won’t be evaluated unless the preceding predicates were satisfied. As a conse-
quence, the preceding predicates may be regarded as assumptions for the definition
of the subsequent predicate.

A predicate is thought to be a class, enclosing a variable template named apply.
The template must be parametrised by a single type and the variable needs to be
bool. An example of such predicate is illustrated in Lisiting 28.

struct I sD e s t r u c t i b l e {
template <typename T>
stat ic constexpr bool apply = std : : i s_dest ruct ib l e_v<T>;

} ;

Listing 28: An example of a predicate.

Per usual, the implementation contains a class template dispatch . The class
template dispatch should be instantiated with a sequence, followed by at least one
predicate. In the trivial case, there is only one predicate to be evaluated and the se-
quence happens to be empty. As such, there isn’t an element for which the predicate
won’t be satisfied, hence the value true is returned.

namespace _contains_only {

template <typename , typename , typename . . . >
struct d i spatch ;

template <typename PredicateT>
struct dispatch<Sequence<>, PredicateT> {

stat ic constexpr bool value = true ;
} ;

/∗ . . . ∗/

template <typename SequenceT , typename PredicateT ,
typename . . . PredicateTs>

constexpr bool eva luate =
dispatch<SequenceT , PredicateT , PredicateTs . . . > : : va lue ;

} // namespace _contains_only

Listing 29: The implementation of
the member variable template contains_only.
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In the nontrivial case, there is a non-empty sequence and a predicate, as pre-
sented in Listing 30. Usually, the sequence would be walked through until either
the predicate isn’t satisfied or the end of the sequence is reached. An equivalent be-
haviour can be obtained using a combination of branching and recursion. Branching
can be performed using template specialisation.

When the class template branch is instantiated in the definition of the member
variable value, the predicate is applied on the first element of the sequence. Sub-
sequently, an appropriate branch is selected depending upon whether the predicate
was satisfied or not. If the predicate was satisfied, the class template branch is in-
stantiated recursively and the same process is repeated for the rest of the sequence.
Otherwise, the value false is returned immediately, thus achieving short-circuit
behaviour. This way, the sequence will be processed until either the predicate is
violated or the trivial case is approached.

Notice, that the class template branch defines a type parameter, which defaults
to void. The corresponding type parameter appears in the partial specialisations
as UnusedT. As the name suggests, it never gets used. There are two reasons
motivating such solution. First, the standard doesn’t allow for a full template spe-
cialisation to appear inside a non-namespace scope. Even if the full specialisation
was enabled by a non-standard compiler extension, using it wouldn’t provide the
short-circuit behaviour, since the recursive instantiation would be invoked implic-
itly. For the same reason, using explicit specialisation in such scenarios may cause
an unintended increase in the number of template instantiations, having detrimental
effect on compile times.

This problem arises, because the compiler evaluates fully specialised templates
eagerly. Therefore, the unused template parameter UnusedT is indispensable, be-
cause it effectively delays the evaluation until the point of use.

template <typename T, typename . . . Ts , typename PredicateT>
struct dispatch<Sequence<T, Ts . . . > , PredicateT> {

template <bool , typename = void>
struct branch ;

template <typename UnusedT>
struct branch<true , UnusedT> {

stat ic constexpr bool value =
dispatch<Sequence<Ts . . . > , PredicateT >: : va lue ;

} ;

template <typename UnusedT>
struct branch<false , UnusedT> {

stat ic constexpr bool value = fa l se ;
} ;

stat ic constexpr bool value =
branch<PredicateT : : template apply<T>>:: va lue ;

} ;

Listing 30: The handling of the nontrivial case.
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Multiple predicates can be handled in the same manner as the nontrivial case,
since both involve iterating over a sequence of template arguments. As presented in
Listing 31, the class template dispatch is specialised for a possibly empty sequence,
followed by at least one predicate.

In the definition of the member variable value, the sequence is evaluated for the
first predicate. This invokes either the nontrivial or the trivial case, depending on
whether the sequence is empty or not. The returned value serves as the branching
condition. If the first predicate is violated, the short-circuit behaviour is propagated
and the value false is returned immediately. Otherwise, the class template dispatch
is instantiated recursively for the remaining predicates. This way, the predicates are
iterated until either a predicate is violated or the last predicate is processed.

template <typename . . . Ts , typename PredicateT ,
typename . . . PredicateTs>

struct dispatch<
Sequence<Ts . . . > , PredicateT , PredicateTs . . . > {
template <bool , typename = void>
struct branch ;

template <typename UnusedT>
struct branch<true , UnusedT> {

stat ic constexpr bool value = dispatch<
Sequence<Ts . . . > , PredicateTs . . . > : : va lue ;

} ;

template <typename UnusedT>
struct branch<false , UnusedT> {

stat ic constexpr bool value = fa l se ;
} ;

stat ic constexpr bool value = branch<
dispatch<Sequence<Ts . . . > , PredicateT >: : value>

: : va lue ;
} ;

Listing 31: The handling of multiple predicates.
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4.4 Applying a Function to a Sequence

Finally, the implementation of the member alias template map will be examined.
The alias template accepts a function class as the template argument and subse-
quently applies the function class on each element of the sequence. The result is a
sequence of either types or values, depending upon the function class.

Before proceeding to the implementation, the notion of a function class should
be elaborated. The purpose of a function class is to be used in lieu of a function.
A function class is assumed to contain an alias or a variable template named apply,
that is parametrised by a single type.

As a consequence, a function class accepts a type as its argument, whereas a
function would expect an instance of a particular type. Furthermore, a function
class is capable of returning either a type or a value. If the function class contains
an alias template apply, it returns a type, as illustrated in Listing 32. On the other
hand, if the function class contains a variable template apply, it returns a value, as
illustrated in Listing 33.

Otherwise, the function class may contain other members or specialise the tem-
plate apply, if applicable. It is worth noting, that a predicate, as introduced in the
previous subchapter, is a special case of a function class that returns a value.

struct AddConst {
template <typename T>
using apply = std : : add_const_t<T>;

} ;

Listing 32: An example of a function class that returns a type.

struct SizeOf {
template <typename T>
stat ic constexpr std : : s i z e_t apply = s izeof (T) ;

} ;

Listing 33: An example of a function class that returns a value.

Next, it is possible to proceed to the implementation, which needs to overcome
the following obstacles:

• The function class needs to be dealt with in a separate subprogram depending
on whether it returns a type or a value.

• It is necessary to devise a method of introspecting the function class and
determining whether the template apply happens to be an alias template or a
variable template.

• Finally, the program must choose the appropriate subprogram with regards to
the introspection of the function class.
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Generally, the handling of a function class involves applying the function class
on each element of the original sequence using pack expansion. The elements of the
original sequence are extracted by defining a specialisation of the template dispatch .
The process becomes straightforward when the function class returns a type, as
presented in Listing 34.

Should the function class return a value, it is necessary to determine the type
of the values to be stored in the resulting sequence, as presented in Listing 35.
Therefore, the original sequence must be non-empty when a function class that
returns a value is provided.

namespace _to_sequence {

template <typename , typename>
struct d i spatch ;

template <typename . . . Ts , typename FunctionT>
struct dispatch<Sequence<Ts . . . > , FunctionT> {

template <typename U>
using apply = typename FunctionT : : template apply<U>;

using type = Sequence<apply<Ts>. . . >;
} ;

} // namespace _to_sequence

Listing 34: The handling of a function class that returns a type.

namespace _to_values {

template <typename , typename>
struct d i spatch ;

template <typename T, typename . . . Ts , typename FunctionT>
struct dispatch<Sequence<T, Ts . . . > , FunctionT> {

template <typename U>
stat ic constexpr auto apply ( ) {

return FunctionT : : template apply<U>;
}

using type = Values<
decltype ( apply<T>()) , apply<T>() , apply<Ts>() . . . > ;

} ;

} // namespace _to_values

Listing 35: The handling of a function class that returns a value.
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Next, the introspection of the function class should be discussed. Suppose that
the function class indeed returns a type. In that case, it contains an alias template
named apply. Therefore, it should be possible to utilise the alias template as the
default argument of a template template parameter, as presented in Listing 36. This
way, should the alias template MapsToSequence be instantiated without providing
the defaulted argument, the compiler would attempt to look up the alias template
apply inside the function class. Should there be no such template, a substitution
failure would occur.

As a consequence, when used without specifying the defaulted argument, the
alias template MapsToSequence either instantiates to void or triggers a substitution
failure. It instantiates to void whenever the template parameter FunctionT happens
to be a function class that returns a type.

template <typename FunctionT ,
template<typename> typename = FunctionT : : template apply>

using MapsToSequence = void ;
Listing 36: The definition of the alias template MapsToSequence.

The appropriate subprogram can be chosen using template specialisation, as pre-
sented in Listing 37. The primary template defines a type parameter, which defaults
to void and serves as a placeholder for the introspection. Since it functions as a
fallback case, it assumes that the function class returns a value. The partial special-
isation attempts to instantiate the alias template MapsToSequence. Accordingly, it
assumes that the function class returns a type.

namespace _map {

template <
typename SequenceT , typename FunctionT , typename = void>

struct d i spatch {
using type = typename _to_values

: : d i spatch<SequenceT , FunctionT >: : type ;
} ;

template <typename SequenceT , typename FunctionT>
struct dispatch<

SequenceT , FunctionT , MapsToSequence<FunctionT>> {
using type = typename _to_sequence

: : d i spatch<SequenceT , FunctionT >: : type ;
} ;

template <typename SequenceT , typename FunctionT>
using eva luate =

typename dispatch<SequenceT , FunctionT >: : type ;

} // namespace _map
Listing 37: The implementation of the member alias template map.
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5 Composite Data Types

Before delving into the implementation of a sum data type, a brief introduction
into the relevant topics in type theory is justified. Data types can be divided to
primitive types and composite types. Primitive data types serve as the building
blocks provided by the programming language. Their representatives are booleans
and integers. On the other hand, composite data types are specified in terms of
other types, each of them being either primitive or composite.

5.1 Product Data Types

A particular kind of composite data types, which predominates in object-oriented
programming languages, are product data types. At any given time, a product data
type contains all of the specified types. If a type is specified repeatedly, it is included
repeatedly. As a consequence, its number of possible states is given by the product
over the number of possible states of each of the specified types. Put differently, its
set of all possible values is a Cartesian product over the set of all possible values of
each of the specified types [14].

In the context of C++, structs and classes serve as examples of product types.
An example of a struct is provided in Listing 38. Note, that the numbers of states
assume that a byte contains 8 bits.

struct Foo {
bool b ; // 2 s t a t e s
char c ; // 256 s t a t e s

} ; // 512 s t a t e s
Listing 38: An example of a struct in C++.

5.2 Sum Data Types

Another kind of composite data types, which predominates in functional program-
ming languages, are sum data types. They are also referred to as algebraic data
types. At any given time, a sum data type is supposed to contain exactly one of the
specified types. As a consequence, its number of possible states is given by the sum
over the number of possible states of each of the specified types. In other words, its
set of all possible values is a disjoint union over the set of all possible values of each
of the specified types [14].

In general, sum data types aren’t permitted to represent an empty type [11].
However, they can be utilised to represent a possibly empty type. Such example
is presented in Listing 39, using the functional programming language Haskell. It
shows a declaration of a data type Maybe, which specifies the data constructors
Nothing and Just. Hence it bears similarity with the class template std :: optional
from the standard library.

data Maybe a = Nothing | Just a
Listing 39: An example of an algebraic data type, taken from [11].
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Furthermore, sum data types may be defined recursively, which allows them to
contain values of the same type. Resorting to recursive definitions can prove useful
when modelling structures, that can be represented as directed graphs. For example,
consider the possible implementation of a binary tree, presented in Listing 40. It
should be pointed out, that the example also depicts the notion of defining algebraic
data types as a sum of products, originating from the language Miranda [11].

data Tree = Empty
| Leaf Int
| Node Tree Tree

Listing 40: An implementation of a binary tree in Haskell, taken from [14].

In C++, unions and enumerations serve as examples of sum data types. An
example of an enumeration is provided in Listing 41. Interestingly, there is a corre-
spondence between enumerations in C++ and algebraic data types in languages like
Haskell. In particular, should an algebraic data type specify only data constructors
that take no arguments it would be equivalent to an enumeration.

enum class DogState{ S i t s , Barks , WagsTail } ;
Listing 41: An example of an enumeration in C++.
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6 Review of std::variant

Even though unions constitute a sum data type within C++, they come with several
drawbacks. In the first place, they don’t offer a way to determine the type of the
currently stored object. As a workaround, it is possible to indicate and maintain
the type of the currently stored object in a separate variable, though such approach
is error-prone. Alternatively, the stored objects could inherit from a common base
class and provide a mean of identifying their type at run-time.

For that reason, including non-trivial non-static data members within unions
wasn’t possible. This changed in C++11, however should any non-static data mem-
ber contain a non-trivial special member function, then the corresponding function
in the union would be deleted, as stated in [1]. As a result, the special member func-
tions must be implemented manually. Finally, unions don’t support inheritance. It
is not possible to inherit from an union and it can’t inherit from a base class either,
as per the previous citation.

To provide an alternative to unions, the standard library introduced the class
template std :: variant in C++17. Since it models a discriminated union, it contains
an instance of one of the alternatives, which are specified as a sequence of types.
Two different alternatives are allowed to specify the same type, possibly suggesting
distinct semantics, as argued in [4]. Generally, std :: variant isn’t allowed to be
empty, though it may become empty as a result of exceptional circumstances, as per
the previous citation. Should a possibly empty variant be demanded, it would be
necessary to indicate the empty state using a special alternative, as elaborated in
[1]. Furthermore, specifying a variant with a reference, an array or an incomplete
type amongst the alternatives is not permitted, as per the previous citation.

According to [4], the facilities that std :: variant offers include:

• Class members:

– a function template emplace which assigns a value to the alternative hav-
ing the specified type or with the specified index;

– a function index which returns the index of the present alternative; and

– a function valueless_by_exception which indicates whether the variant is
empty because of an exception.

• External facilities:

– a function template std :: holds_alternative which indicates whether the
specified alternative is currently being held;

– a function template std :: get which returns a reference the stored object
or throws when the specified type or index doesn’t correspond to the
present alternative;

– a function template std :: get_if which returns a pointer to the stored
object or nullptr when the specified type or index doesn’t correspond to
the present alternative; and

– a function template std :: visit which applies a function object on the
object stored within the variant.
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When initialising or assigning to a variant, an attempt to identify the best match-
ing alternative is made [4]. However, implicit conversions must be taken into ac-
count. Sometimes, the rules governing implicit conversions may result in a surprising
behaviour, as illustrated in Listing 42. When initialising the variant from a string
literal, the compiler decides to implicitly convert the string literal to bool. In the
beginning, a conversion from const char[] to const char∗ takes place, followed
by a conversion from const char∗ to bool. Both conversions happen to be stan-
dard conversion sequences. On the other hand, a conversion from const char∗ to
std :: string would be a user-defined conversion sequence.

Of course, the compiler acts in accordance with the standard when it favours
the standard conversion sequence. The issue can be ameliorated using the member
function template emplace, which allows for the alternative to be specified rather
than determined. Furthermore, the example depicts using the function template
std :: visit with a lambda function.

using A = std : : var iant<bool , s td : : s t r i ng >;

const auto pr in t = [ ] ( const auto& value ) {
std : : cout << value << std : : endl ;

} ;

auto x = A("He l lo world ! " ) ;
s td : : v i s i t ( pr int , x ) ; // t rue

x . emplace<std : : s t r i ng >("Huh?" ) ;
s td : : v i s i t ( pr int , x ) ; // Huh?

Listing 42: An example of using std :: variant, based on [4].

If the first alternative happens to be default-constructible, the variant is also
default-constructible and its default constructor initialises the variant with the ob-
ject returned by the default constructor of the first alternative [4]. In other cases,
the struct std ::monostate can be specified as the first alternative to indicate the
intent of a possibly empty variant, which default-constructs to an empty state [1].

Since std :: variant supports value semantics, copying an instance of std :: variant
creates an independent instance that holds the same value, assuming the present
alternative supports copy semantics, as stated in [4]. Whenever an instance of
std :: variant is moved from, the stored object is moved to the new instance, accord-
ing to the previous citation. The moved-from variant retains the present alternative,
while the stored object should reside in a valid but unspecified state, assuming the
alternative supports move semantics, as explained in the previous citation.

It is possible to use comparison operators between instances of the same vari-
ant. If both instances happen to hold the same alternative, the respective operator
is evaluated between the stored objects, as stated in [4]. Otherwise, the instance
holding an earlier alternative compares less than an instance holding a later alter-
native, as per the previous citation. Should an instance be valueless because of an
exception, it would compare as less than any non-exceptional instance and as equal
to any other valueless instance, as explained in the previous citation.
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6.1 The Issue of Throwing Constructors

In some circumstances, a variant may end up holding no value at all. This happens
when an exception is thrown while constructing the object to be stored. For example,
consider a copy assignment. First, the currently stored object is destroyed. After
that, a new object can be copy-constructed in its place. However, should the latter
part throw an exception, the variant would find itself in a special state. It would
have already lost the old value, but it wouldn’t have a new value to hold [4]. The
implementation of std :: variant alleviates the problem by asserting, that the variant
contains an object in an invalid state, while itself being in a valid and specified state,
which resembles the definition of a moved-from object [10].

As a consequence, the variant needs to specify an additional valueless state inter-
nally. By doing so, it is possible to ensure that a destructor won’t be called on the
stored object, that happens to be in an invalid state, as per [10]. Even though the
valueless state can be approached only as a result of exceptional circumstances, it
still needs to be visible, as stated in the previous citation. Whenever a variant hap-
pens to be in a valueless state, the member function valueless_by_exception returns
true and the member function index returns std :: variant_npos [4]. Any attempt
to access the content of a valueless variant using the function template get throws
an exception. Copying and moving a valueless variant must be possible and well-
defined, according to [10]. For example, this may be necessary in a scenario, where
a valueless variant is a part of a container that needs to be resized, as explained in
the previous citation.

An alternative approach of solving the problem of throwing copy constructor
would be to first copy the object in question into a temporary and subsequently
move it into the variant, unless an exception occurs [10]. However, this approach
works reliably only when the move constructor doesn’t throw.

Interestingly, the implementation of boost :: variant solves the problem using
double buffering, as stated in [10]. When an object is to be copied or moved, a
second buffer is introduced and the new object is constructed in the second buffer,
as per the previous citation. If successful, the old object is destroyed and the
variant reflects that the current object is stored in the second buffer, as explained
in the previous citation. While double buffering solves the problem even when
both copy and move constructors throw, it isn’t without downsides. In the case
of boost :: variant, the second buffer is allocated on the heap, which increases the
level of indirection, incurs an extra run-time cost and may possibly fail, according
to the previous citation. Alternatively, the second buffer could be present within
the variant, aligned and sized to possibly contain any of the types with a throwing
copy or move constructor, which could double the size of the internal storage, as
argued in the previous citation.
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7 Implementation
The goal of this chapter is to present a working implementation of a variant, while
discussing the particular challenges. The implementation is going to leverage the
abstractions for handling sequences of types and values, which were introduced in
the previous chapters.

The motivation for creating a custom implementation is to explore and under-
stand different design decisions and to provide a facility for further experimentation
with sum data types. Therefore, the structure of the implementation is governed by
the goal of providing an implementation, that can be changed easily.

First, let’s outline the problems that need to be solved. As suggested in [9], any
reasonable implementation of a variant should provide:

• an internal storage satisfying the storage requirements of each alternative;

• a way to denote and determine the present alternative;

• constructors and assignment operators for each alternative; and

• a destructor which calls the destructor of the stored object.

Furthermore, it is advisable to provide a facility for transforming the present value
by applying a function object to the variant.

Next, it is necessary to consider design decisions, which will influence the com-
plexity of the implementation and the features it offers. For this implementation,
the following decisions were made:

• Empty state will be specified implicitly as an alternative.

• The variant will default-construct to an empty variant.

• It will be possible to assign the object stored in a different instance.

• To disambiguate the assignment, nested variants will be forbidden.

• The alternatives will be required to be distinct even after their cv-qualifications
are disregarded.
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7.1 Creating a Custom Type Trait

Let’s proceed to the implementation by defining a custom type trait, which will be
utilised when checking for a nested variant. However, since the implementation of
the variant depends on the type trait and vice versa, one of them needs to be forward
declared. It is advisable to forward declare the variant, so that the type trait won’t
have to include the implementation of the variant.

To complicate matters, the variant will be implemented as a class template, while
being exposed as an alias template, as depicted in Listing 43. The class template will
be defined in terms of the alternatives, provided as a sequence of types in the first
template argument. Furthermore, the defaulted template parameter will be used to
check assumptions. Therefore, it should never be specified as an argument.

On the other hand, the interface is defined by the alias template in terms of the
user-specified alternatives, which are provided individually as template arguments.
Also, the alias template is responsible for specifying the implicit empty state, rep-
resented by an empty struct EmptyState. This allows the implementation to not
distinguish between the empty state and the user-specified alternatives.

namespace _implementation {

template <typename , typename = void>
class Variant ;

} // namespace _implementation

template <typename . . . Ts>
using Variant =

_implementation : : Variant<Sequence<EmptyState , Ts . . . > >;
Listing 43: The forward declaration of Variant.

The defintion of the custom type trait is presented in Listing 44. Template
specialisation is used to perform pattern matching for Variant. Furthermore, cv-
qualifiers must be removed using the alias template std :: remove_cv_t before instan-
tiating the variable template dispatch . Otherwise, specialisations for every possible
cv-qualification would have to be defined.

template <typename>
constexpr bool d i spatch = fa l se ;

template <typename . . . Ts>
constexpr bool dispatch<Variant<Ts...>> = true ;

template <typename T>
constexpr bool i s_var iant = dispatch<std : : remove_cv_t<T>>;

Listing 44: The definition of the variable template is_variant.
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7.2 Formulating Assumptions

Since the implementation depends on certain assumptions about the alternatives,
they need to be formulated, preferably in a self-documenting manner. When en-
forcing constraints, SFINAE becomes indispensable. Fortunately, the process of
using SFINAE can be simplified by the alias template std :: enable_if_t. The tem-
plate transforms the boolean values true and false to SFIANE types, which are
either well-formed or ill-formed, respectively [7]. Subsequently, well-formed types
instantiate normally, whereas ill-formed types trigger a substitution failure. Usu-
ally, std :: enable_if_t is specified as the default of a template type parameter, as
depicted in Listing 45. The predicate, which resolves into a boolean value during
instantiation, is specified as the template argument.

Allowing only-empty variant could be useful within languages, that don’t provide
a primitive type to signify emptiness. However, since C++ provides the type void for
such purpose, the implementation will require at least one user-specified alternative
to be provided. As a consequence, there must be at least 2 alternatives, since the
first alternative is implicitly-specified. Furthermore, the first alternative is required
to be an empty type, since it represents an empty state. Next, any type specified
as an alternative cannot be a reference, void, a function signature or an array.
Nested variants are prohibited as well. However, a distinct type which inherits
from variant may still appear amongst alternatives. Also, every alternative must be
move-constructible and destructible. Note, that every copy-constructible type also
happens to be move-constructible, but not vice versa [1]. Hence, the requirement for
every alternative to be move-constructible ensures that it will be possible to assign
an instance of the alternative. Finally, the alternatives cannot contain duplicates,
even after disregarding cv-qualifications. This simplifies matters when resolving
assignments, since it removes ambiguities.

template <typename Alternat ivesT ,
typename = std : : enable_if_t<Alte rnat ivesT : : l ength >= 2>,
typename = std : : enable_if_t<

std : : is_empty_v<typename Alternat ivesT : : f i r s t >>,
typename = std : : enable_if_t<

Alternat ivesT : : template contains_only<
IsNotReference , IsNotVoid , IsNotFunction ,
IsNotArray , IsNotVariant ,
IsMoveConstruct ib le , I sDe s t r u c t i b l e >>,

typename = std : : enable_if_t<
! Al te rnat ivesT : : remove_cv : : conta ins_dupl i cates>>

using Assumptions = void ;
Listing 45: The definition of the alias template Assumptions.
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7.3 Satisfying Storage Requirements

The implementation of a variant requires an uninitialised storage, which can hold
any of the alternatives. Apart from being able to contain the largest alternative,
the storage also needs to be properly aligned for every alternative. By definition,
the size of char is 1 byte. Hence, an uninitialised storage can be defined as char[].
Note, that static data members don’t participate to the size of an instance.

By applying the function object SizeOf on each alternative, a sequence of sizes
is obtained. Consequently, the required size is defined as the maximum from the
sequence. An analogous process is followed when determining the required align-
ment. Since the storage will be interacted with only by taking its address, it needn’t
contain any public members.

template <typename Alternat ivesT>
class Storage {

stat ic constexpr std : : s i z e_t al ignment =
Alte rnat ivesT : : template map<AlignmentOf >: :max ;

stat ic constexpr std : : s i z e_t s i z e =
Alte rnat ivesT : : template map<SizeOf >: :max ;

alignas ( al ignment ) unsigned char s t o rage [ s i z e ] ;
} ;

Listing 46: The definition of the class template Storage.

7.4 Denoting the Present Alternative

An important feature of a variant is its ability to denote and later determine the
present alternative. Since types exist only at compile-time, the present alternative
must be denoted by a value. The variable storing the value will be referred to as the
label. An advantageous approach is to identify the alternatives with unsigned inte-
gers, so that the label serves as an index when accessing arrays. Another conceivable
approach would be to identify each alternative with the address of an object, which
contains methods for handling the alternative. In such case, the label would be a
pointer to an abstract base class. When denoting the alternatives using unsigned
integers, the appropriate integer size must be selected with respect to the number
of alternatives. In particular, the maximum value of the label must not exceed the
maximum value of the integer type. This requirement can be expressed using the
predicate presented in Listing 47.

template <typename Alternat ivesT>
struct ContainsMaxLabel {

stat ic constexpr std : : s i z e_t max_label =
Alte rnat ivesT : : l ength − 1 ;

template <typename T>
stat ic constexpr bool apply =

max_label <= std : : numeric_limits<T>: :max ( ) ;
} ;

Listing 47: The definition of the predicate ContainsMaxLabel.
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A method of selecting the appropriate integer size is presented in Listing 48. The
possible integer types are assumed to be provided as a sequence in ascending order
with regard to the maximum value. When instantiating the alias template Label,
the first type satisfying the predicate ContainsMaxLabel is chosen.

template <typename Alternat ivesT>
using Label = typename Sequence<unsigned char ,

unsigned short , unsigned int >:: template f i r s t_ca s e <
ContainsMaxLabel<Alternat ivesT >>;

Listing 48: The definition of the alias template Label.

7.5 Calling Constructors and Destructors

Suppose that an instance of a variant holds an instance of a user-specified alternative
and reaches the end of its lifetime. Its destructor needs to call the destructor of the
present alternative. Since the present alternative is denoted by an unsigned integer,
the problem could be solved with a function, that identifies the matching case and
calls the corresponding destructor. However, implementing an equivalent of switch
statement using variadic templates is troublesome. Also, the compiler may not
optimise the selection statements into a jump table.

Alternatively, the jump table can be implemented right away, as presented in
Listing 49. Assume that the function class Destructor returns a pointer to the
destructor of the given alternative. As the result of applying the function class on
each alternative, a sequence of function pointers is obtained. The jump table is
created when the sequence is converted to an array. Jump tables for copy and move
constructors are generated analogously.

template <typename Alternat ivesT>
struct JumpTable {

stat ic constexpr auto des t ruc to r_tab l e =
Alternat ivesT : : template map<Destructor >: : as_array ;

/∗ . . . ∗/
} ;

Listing 49: The definition of the class template JumpTable.

The necessary function classes can be defined in a succinct manner by specifying
a lambda function within the member variable template, as illustrated in Listing 50.
Subsequently, the unary plus operator is utilised to convert the lambda function to
a function pointer. The destructor is called after the pointer to the internal storage
is cast to the corresponding type.

struct Destructor {
template <typename T>
stat ic constexpr auto apply = +[ ] ( void∗ s t o rage ) {

static_cast<T∗>( s to rage)−>∼T( ) ;
} ;

} ;
Listing 50: The definition of the function class Destructor.
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When calling copy and move constructors, the resulting objects should be con-
structed in-place using placement new, as presented in Listing 51. The address
of the storage is provided as the placement parameter within the expression new.
After the pointer is cast to a rvalue reference, the move constructor of the object
to be moved is called. As per the assumptions, the object will always be move-
constructible. Since cv-qualifications are respected when the function classes are
mapped to the alternatives, const correctness is maintained. For example, should
there be const T amongst the alternatives, the move constructor for const T&&
would be called. However, given that move constructors for const rvalue references
are unusual, copy constructors are likely to serve as a fallback.

struct MoveConstructor {
template <typename T>
stat ic constexpr auto apply =
+[ ] ( void∗ s torage , void∗ element ) {

new( s t o rage ) T( reinterpret_cast<T&&>(element ) ) ;
} ;

} ;
Listing 51: The definition of the function class MoveConstructor.

Copy constructors require different handling, because the alternative in question
may not be copy-constructible. Therefore, it must be verified whether the alterna-
tive happens to be copy-constructible before attempting to call its copy constructor,
as illustrated in Listing 52. Otherwise, the exception BadAccess is thrown. A differ-
ent design could disable the copy constructor within the variant, shouldn’t all the
alternatives be copy-constructible. Note, that the pointer is being cast to const T&.
As a consequence, this implementation deliberately neglects copy constructors that
take T& as an argument. In the past, such copy constructors were used to pro-
vide transfer semantics. However, since the introduction of move constructors in
C++11, the use of transfer semantics is considered deprecated. The assumptions
aren’t violated since std :: is_copy_constructible checks whether a given type T is
constructible from const T&.

struct CopyConstructor {
template <typename T>
stat ic constexpr auto apply =
+[ ] ( void∗ s torage , const void∗ element ) {

i f constexpr ( std : : i s_copy_constructible_v<T>)
new( s t o rage ) T(

reinterpret_cast<const T&>(element ) ) ;
else

throw BadAccess ( ) ;
} ;

} ;
Listing 52: The definition of the function class CopyConstructor.
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7.6 Defining the Class Template

To assess whether the provided alternatives satisfy the assumptions, the template
argument Assumptions<AlternativesT> is given in place of the defaulted template
parameter, as presented in Listing 53. Template specialisation ensures that the
assessment will be performed during the template instantiation. In order to pro-
vide access to the jump tables, every instance of the class template inherits from
JumpTable<AlternativesT>. The variant contains an uninitialised storage and a la-
bel as private member variables. Since different instances of the same class template
are treated as unrelated classes, they cannot mutually access their private members
by default. However, the implementation needs to access the private members of
other variants with different alternatives. Hence, a corresponding template friend
declaration is necessary.

template <typename Alternat ivesT>
class Variant<Alternat ivesT , Assumptions<Alternat ivesT >>:

JumpTable<Alternat ivesT> {

Storage<Alternat ivesT> sto rage ;
Label<Alternat ivesT> l a b e l ;

template <typename , typename>
friend class Variant ;

/∗ . . . ∗/
} ;

Listing 53: The definition of the class template Variant.

7.6.1 Default Constructor

Interestingly, the default constructor only zero-initialises the label, thereby assert-
ing that the instance holds an empty state, but it doesn’t go through the default
constructor of the empty state, as presented in Listing 54. While empty types don’t
contain any non-static data members, their constructors and destructors needn’t be
trivial. Note, that nontrivial constructors and destructors within empty types are
usually meant to perform side effects.

However, the empty state is an internal part of the implementation, therefore
eliding calls to its constructors and destructors is tenable. Nontrivial constructors
and destructors within the empty state were allowed to facilitate debugging, for
example by performing logging. Alternatively, it would be possible to require the
first alternative to be trivially constructible. Another design could enable the default
constructor to be provided as a lambda function when declaring the variant.

Variant ( ) : l a b e l {0} {
}

Listing 54: The definition of the default constructor.
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7.6.2 Destructor

In order to provide convenient access to the jump tables, the implementation defines
jump table accessors, such as the accessor destroy presented in Listing 55. Since
both the label and the address of the storage are known beforehand, calls to the
respective destructor can be simplified. Similar accessors are also defined for the
other jump tables, namely copy_construct and move_construct.

void dest roy ( ) {
this−>des t ruc to r_tab l e [ l a b e l ](& s to rage ) ;

}
Listing 55: The definition of the jump table accessor destroy.

Consequently, the destructor only needs to call the accessor destroy, as illus-
trated in Listing 56. However, the specifier noexcept must be set properly, because
destructors are implicitly specified as noexcept since C++11. Unless all the al-
ternatives happen to be nothrow-destructible, the expression inside the specifier
noexcept must evaluate to false. Otherwise, should an exception be thrown by a
destructor defined as noexcept, std :: terminate would be called instead.

∼Variant ( ) noexcept ( Al te rnat ivesT
: : template contains_only<IsNothrowDestruct ib le >) {
des t roy ( ) ;

}
Listing 56: The definition of the destructor.

7.6.3 Constructor for a Reference to an Element

First, the problem of defining function templates which share the same function
signature while differing by their contraints needs to be discussed. Surprisingly,
specifying the constraints using std :: enable_if_t provided as the default template
argument wouldn’t be enough to distinguish the templates, since function templates
differing only by their default template arguments are treated as redeclarations, as
argued in [7]. As a workaround, template value parameters could be used instead
of template type parameters, as suggested in the previous citation. In such case,
std :: enable_if_t would be specified as the type of the value template parameter
and a suitable default value would be provided.

To clearly express the intent of using a SFINAE predicate in place of the type of
a value parameter, it is advisable to specify bool as the optional type argument of
std :: enable_if_t, as illustrated in Listing 57. Because the compiler doesn’t know
the result of instantiating the SFINAE predicates before the function template itself
is instantiated, it regards the function templates as distinct.

template <typename T>
using I sAmongstAlternat ives = std : : enable_if_t<

Alte rnat ivesT : : remove_cv : : template conta ins<T>, bool>;
Listing 57: The definition of the SFINAE predicate IsAmongstAlternatives.
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One of the basic tasks the implementation needs to handle is constructing the
variant from an element, as presented in Listing 58. For the sake of brevity, only the
constructor for a const lvalue reference to an element will be explained, even though
the implementation also handles a rvalue reference to an element. The element in
question must be amongst the alternatives and copy-constructible, which is ensured
by the respective SFINAE predicates. First, the instance is deemed empty by zero-
initialising the label. After the new value of label is determined, the element is
copy-constructed in the internal storage. Should the copy constructor throw an
exception, the instance would remain empty. Otherwise, the label is changed to
reflect the present alternative.

template <typename T, I sNotVo la t i l e <T> = true ,
IsNotVariant<T> = true , I sCopyConstruct ib le<T> = true ,
I sAmongstAlternat ives<T> = true>

Variant ( const T& element ) : l a b e l {0} {
constexpr std : : s i ze_t new_label = get_label<T>;

copy_construct ( new_label , &element ) ;
l a b e l = new_label ;

}
Listing 58: The definition of the constructor for

a const lvalue reference to an element.

7.6.4 Constructor for a Reference to a Different Variant

When constructing the variant from an instance of a different variant, the problem
becomes more challenging. To begin with, this isn’t always possible. It should be
possible when the alternatives of the other variant are a subset of the alternatives of
the variant being constructed. This requirement can be expressed using the SFINAE
predicate IsSubset, as illustrated in Listing 59.

The abstractions introduced earlier are leveraged to define a complex metapro-
gram in a terse manner. Importantly, the predicate disregards cv-qualifications,
therefore caution would have to be taken in order to maintain const and volatile
correctness. The problem is solved by declaring, that the alternatives of the other
variant are a subset of the alternatives of the variant being constructed only if each
alternative of the other variant is amongst the alternatives of the variant being
constructed. Hence, the actual processing is delegated to the abstractions.

template <typename T>
using I sSubse t = std : : enable_if_t<

T : : g e t_a l t e rna t i v e s : : remove_cv : : template contains_only<
Is In<typename Alternat ivesT : : remove_cv>>, bool>;
Listing 59: The definition of the SFINAE predicate IsSubset.

Next, the problem of determining the new value of the label based on the current
value of the label in the other variant needs to be solved. Therefore, a mapping from
the value of the label in the other variant to the corresponding value of the label in
the variant being constructed must be created. For every alternative of the other
variant the position of the alternative within the alternatives of the variant being
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constructed is determined by the alias Mapping, as presented in Listing 60. Hence,
the alias template map is used to tranform a sequence of alternatives into a sequence
of indices. Subsequently, the indices are converted to an array, so that the new value
of the label can be looked up at run-time.

Finally, the object being hold by the instance of the other variant can be copy-
constructed. Because the cv-qualifications were disregarded by the SFINAE pred-
icate IsSubset, the present alternative in the other variant may have different cv-
qualifications from the corresponding alternative in the variant being constructed.
In order to maintain const and volatile correctness, the copy constructor from the
other variant must be called, therefore the jump table must be accessed directly.
Subsequently, the object is copy-constructed from the internal storage of the other
variant into the internal storage of the variant being constructed.

template <typename T, I sNotVo la t i l e <T> = true ,
I sVar iant<T> = true , I sSubset<T> = true>

Variant ( const T& other ) : l a b e l {0} {
using Mapping = typename T : : g e t_a l t e rna t i v e s : : remove_cv

: : template map<Fi r s tPo s i t i on In <
typename Alternat ivesT : : remove_cv>>;

const std : : s i z e_t new_label =
Mapping : : as_array [ other . l a b e l ] ;

o ther . copy_constructor_table [ other . l a b e l ] (
&storage , &other . s t o rage ) ;

l a b e l = new_label ;
}

Listing 60: The definition of the constructor for
a const lvalue reference to a different variant.

7.6.5 Copy Assignment Operator

To improve code reuse, assignment operators can be implemented in terms of the
constructors, as illustrated in Listing 61. The instance is claimed to be empty before
the destructor is called, because it may throw an exception. After the present object
is destroyed, a new instance of the variant is constructed in place of the current
instance. This is possible because the call to the destructor of the empty state can
be elided, as discussed previously.

Variant& operator=(const Variant& other ) {
l a b e l = 0 ;
des t roy ( ) ;

new( this ) Variant ( other ) ;

return ∗ this ;
}

Listing 61: The definition of the copy assignment operator.
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7.7 Transforming the Present Value

The implementation of a variant wouldn’t be useful if it weren’t possible to trans-
form the present value by applying a function object to an instance of the variant.
In the review of std :: variant, using std :: visit for the purpose was demonstrated.
However, the use of std :: visit doesn’t always clearly express the underlying trans-
formation. Therefore, this implementation proposes two such facilities with distinct
semantics. Both take a function object and an instance of a variant.

First, the implementation provides a function template inner_map, which is
intended for transforming the value while maintaining the layout of the variant. In
other words, it creates a new instance of the variant which holds the value obtained
by applying the function object on the value inside the instance of the variant.
Hence, the function object transforms each alternative to either an alternative or
a variant. In the latter case, the alternatives of the transformed variant must be a
subset of the alternatives of the variant being transformed.

The implementation also provides a function template reduce, which reduces an
instance of a variant into a single value. Therefore, the function object maps all of
the alternatives to a single return type.

For brevity, only the implementation of the function template inner_map for a
const lvalue reference to the instance of a variant will be explained. As before, the
solution focuses on creating an array of function pointers from a sequence of alter-
natives. Consider the function class template HandleConstLvReference presented
in Listing 62. The function class returns a pointer to a function, which takes a
forwarding reference to a function object of the type FunctorT and a type-erased
pointer to a const element.

Next, the lambda function returns an instance of the variant initialised with the
value obtained by applying the function object on the element. Since the type T
can be cv-qualified, should any of the alternatives be declared volatile, correctness
would be maintained. Notice, that the constructor of the variant handles cases,
when the function object returns an instance of another variant.

template <typename FunctorT , typename VariantT>
struct HandleConstLvReference {

template <typename T>
stat ic constexpr auto apply =
+[ ] ( FunctorT&& f , const void∗ element ) {

return VariantT (
f ( reinterpret_cast<const T&>(element ) ) ) ;

} ;
} ;

Listing 62: The definition of
the function class template HandleConstLvReference.

An important design decision with regards to the handling of an empty state
needs to be made. This implementation treats the empty state as transitive. There-
fore, when the processed variant happens to be empty, an empty variant is returned,
as illustrated in Listing 63. Another possible design would be to throw an exception
unless the function object handles an empty state.
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Subsequently, the function class HandleConstLvReference is applied only to the
user-specified alternatives. Depending on the present alternative, an appropriate
function is looked up in the table. Finally, when called with a reference to the
function object and the address of the internal storage, an instance of the variant
initialised with the transformed value is returned.

template <typename FunctorT , typename VariantT>
stat ic auto inner_map (FunctorT&& f , const VariantT& x) {

i f ( x . l a b e l == 0) return VariantT ( ) ;

constexpr auto t ab l e = VariantT : : g e t_a l t e rna t i v e s : : r e s t
: : template map<HandleConstLvReference<

FunctorT , VariantT>>:: as_array ;
return t ab l e [ x . l a b e l − 1 ] ( f , &x . s t o rage ) ;

}
Listing 63: The implementation of the function template inner_map.

The implementation is exposed through an interface, which properly constrains
the template type parameters and verifies, whether the function object FunctorT
transforms each of the alternatives to itself, another alternative or a suitable variant.
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8 Example of Usage: Finite State Machine
Apart of describing problems in greater detail, a variant becomes useful when solving
certain issues. To give an example, it can be used to store objects of varying size
within a contiguous data structure, thereby reducing the level of indirection. Also,
it can be utilised when handling objects, that don’t inherit from the same base class
even though they at least partially share the same interface. This may happen when
using objects originating from different libraries. Interestingly, the latter use case
would demonstrate, that a variant is capable of providing polymorphism without
inheritance. However, to avoid delving into an inherently domain-specific example,
its use will be illustrated on an implementation of a finite state machine.

Consider the finite state machine for assessing the binary divisibility by 3, pre-
sented in Figure 1. It operates on boolean inputs, which represent the individual
bits of a binary number. The least significant bits are assumed to come first. The
states A, B and C denote the numbers that can be written as 3n, 3n+1 and 3n+2,
respectively, as per [15]. Therefore, the state A is both the initial and the final one.
When reading the bits, the bit 0 performs a multiplication by 2, while the bit 1
performs a multiplication by 2, followed by an addition of 1, as explained in the
previous citation. Note, that the state machine also accepts an empty sequence of
inputs. Otherwise, another state would have to be introduced.

A

0

B
1

1
C

0

0

1

Figure 1: The state diagram of a finite state machine for
assessing the binary divisibility by 3, based on [15].

The objective of this example is to implement a function, which takes a sequence
of binary inputs and determines whether the corresponding binary number is divis-
ible by 3. Therefore, the function needs to create an instance of the state machine,
process the inputs and determine whether the state machine resides in the final state.
Another plausible use case for employing the state machine would be to perform the
assessment on a possibly unbounded binary stream.

Interestingly, a variant can be used to represent a state machine, as illustrated
in Listing 64. In that case, the individual states are specified as the alternatives
of the variant. First, all of the states must be forward-declared. For the sake
of convenience, a class template State parametrised by a character was employed.
Subsequently, the state machine can be defined as an alias StateMachine.

template <char>
struct State ;

using StateMachine =
lda : : Variant<State<’A ’>, State<’B ’>, State<’C ’>>;

Listing 64: The definition of the alias StateMachine.
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Each state defines a member function transition , which receives an input and
returns an instance of the state machine initialised with the correspondingly updated
state, as illustrated in Listing 65. Even though each of the states is an instance of
the class template State, they are otherwise separate classes.

template <char>
struct State {

StateMachine t r a n s i t i o n (bool ) const ;
} ;

template <>
StateMachine State<’A ’ >:: t r a n s i t i o n (bool input ) const {

i f ( input )
return {State<’B ’ >()};

else
return {State<’A ’ >()};

}
Listing 65: The definition of the class State<’A’>.

To determine if the state machine resides in the final state, a simple function
object class is sufficient, as presented in Listing 66.

struct I sF i n a l {
template <char symbol>
constexpr bool operator ( ) ( const State<symbol>&) const {

return symbol == ’A ’ ;
}

} ;
Listing 66: The definition of the function object class IsFinal.

When performing the transition, the function object needs to receive the input
before being applied to the state machine, therefore partial function application
must be emulated, as illustrated in Listing 67. The class Transition is instantiated
with the input, which is stored until the instance gets applied.

class Trans i t i on {
const bool hold_input ;

public :

Trans i t i on (bool input ) : hold_input{ input } {
}

template <char symbol>
auto operator ( ) ( const State<symbol>& s t a t e ) const {

return s t a t e . t r a n s i t i o n ( hold_input ) ;
}

} ;
Listing 67: The definition of the function object class Transition.
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The divisibility will be assessed by the function evaluate, presented in Listing 68.
The function takes a vector of boolean inputs. First, an instance of the state machine
is created, being set to the initial state. After that, the vector of inputs is iterated.
For every input, a new instance of the function object class Transition is created.
Subsequently, an updated instance of the state machine is created by applying the
function object transition on the current instance. The use of lda :: inner_map
signifies that another instance of the state machine will be returned. After the
vector is processed, the function object is_final is applied on the last instance of
the state machine to determine whether it resides in the final state. The use of
lda :: reduce signifies that a value of the same type will be returned regardless of the
present state. Even though the states didn’t inherit from a common base class, it
was still possible to handle them in a uniform manner.

auto eva luate ( const std : : vector<bool>& input_sequence ) {
auto state_machine = StateMachine ( State<’A ’ >()) ;
for (auto input : input_sequence ) {

const auto t r a n s i t i o n = Trans i t i on ( input ) ;
state_machine =

lda : : inner_map ( t r an s i t i o n , state_machine ) ;
}
constexpr auto i s_ f i n a l = I sF i na l ( ) ;
return lda : : reduce ( i s_ f i na l , state_machine ) ;

}
Listing 68: The definition of the function evaluate.

The use of the function evaluate is illustrated in Listing 69. Note, that the least
significant bits come first when writing the binary numbers.

s td : : vector<bool> a = {0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 1} ; // 128
auto x = eva luate ( a ) ; // f a l s e

std : : vector<bool> b = {1 , 0 , 1 , 1 , 1 , 1 , 0 , 1} ; // 189
auto y = eva luate (b ) ; // t rue

Listing 69: An example of usage for the function evaluate.
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9 Conclusion
After the basic principles of C++ metaprogramming were explained, abstractions
for handling sequences of values and types were devised, whilst introducing use-
ful design patterns. Later, the abstractions became indispensable for the custom
implementation of a sum data type.

When reviewing the existing implementation from the standard library, the em-
phasis was placed on the issue of throwing constructors. Notably, a working im-
plementation of a sum type was developed, while explaining the important parts in
detail. As an example of usage, the custom implementation was utilised to repre-
sent a finite state machine. Interestingly, it was possible to achieve polymorphism
without inheritance.

The decision to allow the construction of the variant from an instance of a
different variant proved to be useful when implementing the function template
inner_map. Furthermore, as a substitute for std :: visit , this work proposed the
function classes inner_map and reduce. Since they bear distinct semantics, they
communicate different intents.

As a future work, the possibility of optionally providing the variant with a user-
specified interface should be explored. This could allow direct interaction with the
variant, as opposed to applying function objects on the variant. Finally, the imple-
mentation of the function classes inner_map and reduce could benefit from intro-
ducing an abstraction, which would handle different cv-qualifications and references
in an uniform manner.
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